GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS
TRUFFLE SHUFFLE

Truffle Shuffle is a fast and fun card-drafting game for
the whole family! Players take turns selecting truffles
from a shared box of overlapping cards in order to
make their own arrangements of chocolates to sell.
Players can complete a variety of sets, using special
modifiers and action cards. With so many different
chocolate truffles to unwrap, and different ways to
combine them, every game of Truffle Shuffle is unique!
AEG 7081..................................................... $19.99

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 246	������������������������������������$3.99
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25TH CENTURY GAMES

Cloud Control is a fun and fast paced game of
creative imagination where you try to score the
most points by shaping clouds into recognizable
objects before time runs out. Let your imagination
run free as you turn, twist, overlap and animate
cloud cards in unlimited creative ways of
communication. The sky is your canvas! Scheduled
to ship in August 2020.
CGG 07..................................................$24.99

The Alpha Expansion for Alone includes 4
miniatures for the survival horror/dungeon
crawler game, 2 miniatures for every
faction. Scheduled to ship in June 2020.
AGS HG018...............................$14.90

LAST AURORA

CURMUDGEON

Curmudgeon is a game of insults! Use
your own creativity to build insults from
keywords. Throw those insults on other
players’ life cards, engage in retort battles,
win the battles and earn points. After the
final round, all players have died and the
game ends. The person with the most points
wins and dies the biggest Curmudgeon!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
CGG 08......................................$24.99

ALONE: AVATAR EXPANSION

This expansion also includes the AVATAR
rules, adding a new layer to the gameplay
where each Evil player moves an Avatar
on the map, trying to trap the Hero in
different ways... but the Hero gets more
powerful every time the Avatar strike!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
AGS HG029...............................$24.90

Last Aurora is a competitive
postapocalyptic board game for
1-4 players set after a war that has
transformed the world in a frozen,
desolate wasteland. Every player
becomes a leader of a survivors’ crew
trying to reach the last icebreaker ship
Aurora, facing several challenges
in their journey. Each player has to
manage his crew to gather resources,
recruit survivors, improve his vehicle,
and fight his enemies as he races to
reach the ship before it’s too late!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
AGS ARTG012...................... $49.90

ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
MARIPOSAS

Every spring, millions of monarch butterflies
leave Mexico to spread out across eastern North
America. Every fall, millions fly back to Mexico.
However, no single butterfly ever makes the
round trip. Mariposas is a game of movement
and set collection that lets players be part of this
amazing journey. Mariposas is played in three
seasons. In general, your butterflies will try to
head north in spring, spread out in summer,
and return south in the fall. At the end of each
season, there is a scoring round. At the end of
fall, the player with the most victory points has
the most successful family of butterflies and wins
the game.
AEG 8070............................................$49.99

LAST AURORA:
PROJECT ATHENA EXPANSION
ALONE: DEEP EXPANSION

This expansion also includes 5 Special
creature cards to be used with the Mob
rules that allow the players to use the
miniatures of unique creatures in a
different way and the Special rules for
rooms, that allow the Hero player to
interact with the environment in a different
way. Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
AGS HG028...............................$24.90
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ALONE: ALPHA EXPANSION
CLOUD CONTROL

Project Athena is the first expansion of
Last Aurora. The Project Athena, the first
sentient artificial intelligence, decided to
rebel against her creators activating the
nuclear missile launch sequence, that led
to the complete devastation of the planet,
triggering the glaciation that today afflicts the
few survivors. Players have lost the Aurora JUN
2020
and have to cross a new map fighting with
Athena, the A.I. which destroyed the planet.
1
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
AGS ARTG013............................$29.90

GAMES

THE ARMY PAINTER

WET PALETTE: HYDRO PACK

The perfect top-up pack for The Army
Painter Wet Palette. This Hydro Pack
contains 50x pieces of Hydro Sheets and
2x pieces of air-tight Hydro Foam.
TAP TL5052...................................$9.99

AIRBRUSH MEDIUM: THINNER FLOW IMPROVER (100ML)

The Airbrush Medium is highly versatile,
and can be used with success on other high
quality acrylic paints. The Airbrush Medium
should be applied in the approximate Ratio
of 1 part Medium to 1-2 parts Warpaint.
TAP AW2001................................$6.50
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CATALYST GAME LABS

BATTLETECH: ALPHA STRIKE GAME
AIDS - CLAN INVASION CARDS

Alpha Strike is BattleTech’s fast-playing
game of armored combat. Alpha Strike
Clan Invasion Cards contains the Mech
Units that sprung from the distant Periphery
to terrorize the Inner Sphere and Mechs
designed to repel them. Full-color, poker
sized, and laminated for dry-erase use,
you just need miniatures and dice and youll
be battling for control of mankinds tenuous
future. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
CAT 35686.................................$19.99

BATTLETECH: ALPHA STRIKE GAME
AIDS - SUCCESSION WARS CARDS

Alpha Strike is BattleTech’s fast-playing
game of armored combat. Alpha Strike
Succession Wars Cards contains the Mech
Units that survived centuries of warfare
across the Inner Sphere. Full-color, poker
sized, and laminated for dry-erase use,
you just need miniatures and dice and youll
be battling for control of mankinds tenuous
future. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
CAT 35685.................................$19.99

BATTLETECH: CLAN INVASION
DRAGON BALL SUPER: PREMIUM
PACK SET 2 (8)

Each pack contains 4x booster packs and
2x Limited PR Cards Scheduled to ship in
August 2020. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BAN 2537969..........................$127.68

With this box, you’ll unlock powerful
new factions and ‘Mechs to expand
your BattleTech experience and take
part in a cataclysmic conflict which will
rock the Inner Sphere. The BattleTech:
Clan Invasion box set includes five
iconic OmniMechs - the Timber Wolf,
Executioner, Nova, Adder, and Mongrel.
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
CAT 35030	����������������������������$49.99

DRAGON BALL SUPER: UNISON
WARRIORS - SET 2 BOOSTER
DISPLAY (24)

Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
BAN 2537968............................$95.76

CAPSTONE GAMES
BATTLETECH: MAP PACK - BATTLE OF TUKAYYID

Created using art in the brillant aesthetics of the new box sets and MapPack: Grasslands,
these eight paired maps detail the seven battlefields on which the entire Clan Ionvasion
was brought to a halt, including a bonus map, the Deployment Zone. Each map is 17 x
22, paper, and double-sided. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
CAT 35152	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $34.99

NEW YORK ZOO

In New York Zoo, you are designing an
animal park. Build enclosures, introduce
new animals, and raise their offspring.
The first player to cover all the construction
spaces on their zoo board with Enclosure
Tiles and Attractions wins the game.
Gameplay is straightforward as you have
only two options on your turn: build a new
enclosure in your zoo or populate your
zoo with more animals. But be sure to time
your actions well since you want your zoo
to participate in as many animal breedings
as possible.
CSG FS1004	���������������������������������$39.95

BATTLETECH: MINIATURE FORCE
PACK - CLAN COMMAND STAR

The Clan Command Star includes the Dire
Wolf, Summonder, Stormcrow, Mist Lynx,
and Shadow Cat -no assembly requiredalong with five MechWarrior pilot cards
and five Alpha Strike cards. Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
CAT 35720.................................$24.99

BATTLETECH: MINIATURE
FORCE PACK - CLAN HEAVY
STRIKER STAR

The Clan Heavy Striker Star includes the
Gargoyle, Hellbringer, Mad Dog, Ice
Ferret, and Viper -no assembly requiredalong with five MechWarrior pilot cards
and five Alpha Strike cards. Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
CAT 35722.................................$24.99

BATTLETECH: MINIATURE FORCE PACK ELEMENTAL STAR

GAMES

The Clan Elemental Star includes five hex-based
Elemental miniatures-no assembly required. Perfect
for BattleTech and Alpha Strike action! Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
CAT 35739............................................. $24.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
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DECISION GAMES

STRATEGY AND TACTICS #327:
SUWAKI GAP
SPYCON

BATTLETECH: MINIATURE
FORCE PACK - INNER SPHERE
BATTLE LANCE

The Inner Sphere Battle Lance includes
the much-loved Warhammer, Rifeman,
Phoenix Hawk, and Wasp - no assembly
required - along with four MechWarrior
pilot cards and four Alpha Strike cards.
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
CAT 35723.................................$19.99

JUN

CRYPTOZOIC
ENTERTAINMENT

BATTLETECH: MINIATURE
FORCE PACK - INNER SPHERE
COMMAND LANCE

The Inner Sphere Command Lance includes
the iconic Marauder, Archer, Valkyrie, and
Stinger - no assebly required! - along with
four MechWarrior pilot cards and four
Alpha Strike cards. Perfect for BattleTech
and Alpha Strike Action! Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
CAT 35721.................................$19.99

Welcome to Spycon , the largest super-spy
convention in the world. You are here to
get a precious piece of secret information,
but there’s a problem: Everyone is wearing
a costume, and you don’t know who
your source is. Find your Spy by listening
and talking to attendees, but you have
to remember that rival agents are there,
trying to intercept the information by
identifying your spy before you do! In
Spycon the most creative and ingenious
team wins, so stay on your toes! Scheduled
to ship in July 2020.
CZE 28678.................................$25.00

Suwaki Gap is a two-player wargame based
on hypothetical Russian attack on the Baltic
States and Poland taking place sometime
between 2023 and 2025. The sides and
capabilities in this game are based on current
procurement, recruitment, and basing plans
to the extent of publicly available information.
This game in particular examines the concept
of the Suwaki Gap, a 65km section of the
Polish-Lithuanian border between Belarus
and Kaliningrad, and the potential of a
Russian encirclement of the Baltic States by
attacking over this route. Scheduled to ship in
January 2021.
DCG ST-327................................$39.99

DEEP WATER GAMES
CHAOSIUM
CALL OF CTHULHU: THE SHADOW
OVER PROVIDENCE

All the way from the British Museum, London,
England, come see these wonders of ancient
Egypt, rare and priceless items from a time long
ago. Learn about their history from Dr. Caitlin
Bronson, the exhibitions curator, who will be
on hand to answer all of your questions. The
Shadow Over Providence is a new Call of Cthulhu
scenario set in a venue that may seem strangely
familiar to anyone who has visited Providences
iconic Biltmore Hotel. The adventure was written
by Jon Hook of the Miskatonic University Podcast,
and developed and published by Chaosium, to
celebrate NecronomiCon 2019. Scheduled to
ship in August 2020.
CHA 23163........................................$9.99

WELCOME TO: DRY ERASE
WELCOME TO:
DOOMSDAY EXPANSION

In Welcome To... Doomsday players are
trying to save as many people as possible
from impending nuclear destruction!
Includes 50 sheets and 3 all new city
plans! Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
DPW WTXDDA..............................$9.95

These dry erase coated score sheets use
the original rules. Scheduled to ship in
May 2020.
DPW WTDES04.............................$6.95

RUNEQUEST RPG: THE PEGASUS
PLATEAU & OTHER STORIES

The Pegasus Plateau & Other Stories
is a collection of new, ready-to-use
adventures or locations written with
the specific purpose of introducing
Glorantha and RuneQuest to new players
by providing short and easy-to-run
gameplay experiences. Like The Broken
Tower from the RuneQuest Quickstart
Rules & Adventure, these are suitable
for new gamesters and layers alike. In
the same vein, most of the adventures
in this collection are from newcomers to
the world of published RuneQuest and
Glorantha material, all eager to put their
own stamps upon this renowned setting.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
CHA 4038-H	����������������������������$34.99

WELCOME TO: PLAYMAT

14’x24’ playmat for Welcome To... makes
setup a breeze to give you more play
time! Great aid for teaching the game!
You only need 1 mat per game. Made
out of heat resistant, water resistant, and
machine washable material. Protects your
game while adding some style and flair!
Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
DPW WTPMR..............................$19.95

WELCOME TO:
HALLOWEEN EXPANSION

In Welcome To... Halloween when players
build houses they get to choose a trick or
a treat, circling either a ghost or a candy.
Includes 50 sheets and 3 all new city
plans! Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
DPW WTXHWN............................$9.95

GALE FORCE NINE

WELCOME TO:
OUTBREAK EXPANSION

In Welcome To... Winter Wonderland,
every house that you build in numerical
order will have lights strung between them
and contribute to scoring points at the end
of the game. Includes 50 sheets and 3 new
city plans! Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
DPW WTXWIN..............................$9.95

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
BARBARIAN TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72510........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
BARD TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72504........................... $15.00

This set offers initiative tokens and
double the amount of regular tokens
(28 perspex tokens total). Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
GF9 72500........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
FIGHTER TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72509........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
RANGER TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72507........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
ROGUE TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72512........................... $15.00

DRANDA GAMES

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
CLERIC TOKEN SET
SOLAR STORM

Work together, or die alone in this
cooperative survival game for 1-4 players
that will make even the most hardened
crews and solo players swelter. Hand
management and teamwork are the key
to weathering the Solar Storm. Repair
different areas of the ship and divert
power back to the Energy Core, all whilst
the ship continues to take damage from
the Solar Storm. Succeed and you’ll live.
Fail, and you’ll all perish in the scorching
abyss. With 5 difficulty levels, asymmetric
room powers, and modular setup, there is
a high level of replayability. Scheduled to
ship in August 2020.
DRN SS001.................................$25.00

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72505........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
DRUID TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72506........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
MONK TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72511........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
PALADIN TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72508........................... $15.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
SORCERER TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72503........................... $15.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

WELCOME TO: WINTER
WONDERLAND EXPANSION

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
DUNGEON MASTER TOKEN SET

GAMES

In Welcome To... Outbreak you have to
protect the Neighborhood from a zombie
invasion while building your community.
Includes 50 sheets and 3 all new city
plans! Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
DPW WTXOUT..............................$9.95

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
WARLOCK TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72502........................... $15.00
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VERSAILLES 1919: THE STRUGGLE TO
CREATE A LASTING PEACE

GAMES

On November 11th, 1918, an armistice
halted the killing field that was The War to
End All Wars. To make peace, Woodrow
Wilson (United States), David Lloyd George
(United Kingdom), and Vittorio Orlando (Italy)
were hosted by President George Clemeneau
(France) in Paris, and sat down to write what
would become the Versailles Treaty. Scheduled
to ship in June 2020.
GMT 2004...........................................$89.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
WIZARD TOKEN SET

These sets offer a quick and easy way to
track your characters status effects using
22 durable perspex tokens and a player
board. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
GF9 72501........................... $15.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GMT GAMES

IMPERIAL STRUGGLE

Designed by the Twilight Struggle team
of Ananda Gupta and Jason Matthews,
Imperial Struggle tries to capture the whole
span of the global 18th Century rivalry
between Britain and France. From the
beginning of the game, the stakes couldn’t
be highter: in the War of the Spanish
Succession, France fights to become the
world’s first global superpower by uniting
its peerless army with Spain’s colonial
wealth... all the way to the end, where the
British struggle to maintain control over the
vast North American territories. Scheduled
to ship in June 2020.
GMT 2001..................................$59.00

METAMORPHOSIS ALPHA - DOOM
ON THE WARDEN

THE BATTLE OF RHODE ISLAND

The Battle of Rhode Island was an
opportunity lost for the American
cause. The Great Storm had forced the
withdrawal of the French fleet and land
army. Deprived of the superiority to assault
the British at Newport and compel their
surrender, General Sullivan’s only course
of action was to retreat. British General
Pigot pursued, sensing a chance to destroy
the retreating American army piecemeal.
What he got was a hot, stand-up fight with
many American units that were veterans of
the Battle of Monmouth. Scheduled to ship
in June 2020.
GMT 2003..................................$59.00

STORM OVER ASIA: THE PACIFIC
PREQUEL TO A WORLD AT WAR

Starting in 1935, Japan, China, Britain,
and Russia prepare for war. Japan must
balance its expansion in China, an
impending confrontation with the United
States and Russia, and the impact of the
Pacific theater in a global war. China,
Britain, and Russia must try to resist
immediate Japanese expansion, while at
the same time laying the groundwork for
the successful prosecution of war in the
Pacific. Scheduled to ship in June 2020.
GMT 2005................................$105.00

2020
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Doom on the Warden is a new frontier for
Metamorphosis Alpha, in both style and
substance, and for the first time the pregenerated characters include wolfoids!
Written for the original 1976 edition of
Metamorphosis Alpha, this adventure
expands on the mysterious involvement
of Earth’s military aboard the starship
Warden. There is new information on
what happened in the Warden’s early
days. Unraveling the mystery sends the
characters through 4 distinct geographical
regions, into the secret military command
dome, and beyond. Along the way, they
will be confronted by threats old and
new across 54 possible encounter areas.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
GMG 4396.................................$19.99

METAMORPHOSIS ALPHA: DOOM
ON THE WARDEN GOLD FOIL

This is the limited-edition gold foil cover
for Doom on the Warden! Legendary
game designer James M. Ward brings you
Doom on the Warden, a Metamorphosis
Alpha adventure of horror in space.
The adventure includes pre-generated
characters, and is playable as part of a
campaign or as stand-alone play. There
is new information on what happened
in the Wardens early days. Unraveling
the mystery sends the characters through
4 distinct geographical regions, into
the secret military command dome, and
beyond. Along the way, they will be
confronted by threats old and new across
54 possible encounter areas. Scheduled to
ship in August 2020.
GMG 4397.................................$19.99

IELLO

SUPERFLY
COIN: ALL BRIDGES BURNING RED REVOLT AND WHITE GUARD
IN FINLAND, 1917-1918

The year is 1917. Russia slides toward
an ever deepening internal crisis. The
uncertainty in Russia is giving rise to a
power vacuum in the semi-autonomous
Grand Duchy of Finland. For many Finns,
the turmoil in Russia looks like an opportunity to fulfill the dream of Finnish national
independence. Yet the competing factions are unable to agree on a common political
vision for the country. By January 1918, a bloody civil war will have broken out in
Finland. Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
GMT 1920	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $72.00
JUN

GOODMAN GAMES

To win Superfly, you need to make a smashing
success, squashing all the right bugs along the
way. Try to build the biggest collection, with either
matching color or series of different flies. Smash
your flyswatter on the card you want. Another
player is claiming your card? The die on your fly
swatter will decide who wins! Reflexes and strategy
for an original and fun game!
IEL 51688................................................. $19.99
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KOBOLD PRESS

LEDER GAMES

MAGPIE GAMES

ROOT: PLAYMAT - FALL/WINTER

GAMES

A deluxe double-sided playmat of the fall and
winter game boards from the base game of
Root. Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01013..................................$30.00

ROOT: THE EXILES AND
PARTISANS DECK

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
CREATURE CODEX
(POCKET EDITION)

An alternate card deck with new persistent
powers inspired by the many factions of
Root. An expansion base game of Root
required. Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01004..................................$10.00

Convenient Pocket Edition of 2018’s Creature
Codex. Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
PZO KOBCCPE............................$24.99

ROOT: PLAYMAT MOUNTAIN/LAKE

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

A deluxe double-sided playmat of the
mountain and lake game boards from
Root: The Underground Expansion.
Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01014..................................$30.00

2020
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Wizard Kittens is a semi-cooperative set
collection card game. Play as kittens who
have accidentally released a few curses
from the librarys restricted section! The
library is supposed to be a place of quiet
and contemplation, with no noise, no
playing, no yarnand definitely no magic!
Now you and your friends must defeat the
curses fast before you’re caught by the
librarian, Professor Whispurr!
MPG B04....................................$19.99

ROOT: THE UNDERWORLD
EXPANSION
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:
DEEP MAGIC HARDCOVER

A huge array of over 600 new magic
spells for every class in 5th Edition D&D.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
PZO KOBDMAG5E......................$39.99

KONAMI DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT
ROOT: RESIN CLEARING MARKERS

Make your Woodland beautiful and
more visible with these12 resin clearing
markers. An expansion base game of Root
required. Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01006..................................$20.00

Delve deeper into the world of Root
with the Underworld Expansion,
which adds two new factions and a
new board. Play as the Underground
Duchy: Sway your ministers to lead a
righteous expedition to the Woodland,
bringing order to the unending war
and chaos above. Corvid Conspiracy:
Use cunning and trickery to hold the
Woodland hostage, instigating plots
to seize control through terror. Play
on the Mountain Map: Trek across
outcroppings, clear blocked routes,
and hold the mountain pass to show
you are an effective leader. Lake
Map: Whisk yourself across the map
by travelling on the ferry, meeting
new friends and allies along the way.
Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01002............................ $50.00

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
2020 TIN CASE (12)

The 2020 Tin shows the beginning of
the ancient Duel between the Pharaoh
and Priest Seto as depicted on the
Tablet of Lost Memories the very artifact
that inspired Kaiba to create the Battle
City Tournament! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 84915........................ $239.88

YU-GI-OH! TCG: BATTLES OF
LEGEND - ARMAGEDDON
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

JUN

WIZARD KITTENS

This all-foil booster set is filled to
the brim with never-before-released
cards from the Yu-Gi-Oh! manga and
anime series, powerful tournamentlevel mainstays, sought-after themed
support, and foil upgrades for fan
favorites! NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
KON 85042.......................... $95.76

ROOT: THE
CLOCKWORK EXPANSION

The Clockwork Expansion allows players
to square off against four fiendishly
automated factions that can be used in
solo, competitive or cooperative games.
An expansion base game of Root required.
Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01009..................................$40.00

ROOT: THE VAGABOND PACK

Upgrade your Root game with seven custom
Vagabond meeples. Includes three new
Vagabonds Harrier, Ronin and Adventurer.
An expansion base game of Root required.
Scheduled to ship in May 2020.
LED 01005..................................$10.00

WIZARD KITTENS:
MAGICAL MONSTERS

Those overly curious wizard kittens are
at it again! Now those fuzzy magic users
have accidentally broken a few cages...
smudged a few warding circles... knocked
over a glyph-covered glass bottle or two...
And theres more than just curses bouncing
aroundthere are magical monsters,
too! With the help of their new pal Van
Meowsing, the kitties have to tend to and
quiet down these beasties quick, before
Professor Whispurr shows up!
MPG B06....................................$14.99

MONTE COOK GAMES

Jack climbing the beanstalk. The little
mermaid finding her voice. Alice struggling
with the madness of a place unruled by the
laws of reality. The queen. The child. The
woodsman. The knight. When you think
about fairy tales, who do you become?
Where does your imagination take you?
Fairy tales are more than short forays
into the world of fantasy. They tap into
myth and archetype, and they explore
the fundamental nature of the mind and
of human experience. They’re filled with
magic thats big, bold, unexpected, and
wondrousand characters who, despite
humble roots or broken foundations,
achieve feats just as grand. Scheduled to
ship in July 2020.
MKG 212....................................$49.99

OINK GAMES

DURIAN

Today the Jungle fruit shop is busy and bustling once
again. The shop’s clerks, having too much to do, have
started helping customers without checking the new
boxes that have arrived. Even though they haven’t
checked the boxes, surely the other staff members have
checked them already. But during all the excitement they
ended up taking too many orders... When that happens,
if someone rings the bell the shop manager gorilla will
rush out of their office. If they find out about the over-sold
orders... oh, it’s too scary to think about! Watch out for
the 3 gorilla siblings that are hanging around waiting to
cause trouble! Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
ONK DRN........................................................$23.00

OSPREY GAMES

OATHMARK: BATTLESWORN

This supplement for Oathmark: Battles of the
Lost Age, contains rules for adding elite units
to your armies and charting the progress of
those units from battle-to-battle. Will they grow
even more powerful as they gain renown, or
will they die to the last man in heroic defense,
perhaps someday to rise again in time of the
kingdom’s greatest need? Also included is a
campaign, featuring all-new scenarios, that
will give your battlesworn the chance to lead
their kingdom to new heights of power and
prestige. Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
OSP OAK002....................................$25.00
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They say there have been eight worlds
before ours. Eight times the people of
this planet built civilizations we cant even
imagine now. They spoke to the stars,
reshaped the creatures of the world, and
mastered form and essence. They built cities
and machines that have since crumbled to
dust, leaving only their barest remnants.
This is the Ninth World. The people of
the prior worlds are gone... scattered,
disappeared, or transcended. But traces of
their works remain, containing some germ
of their original function. To the ignorant,
these workings of the ancients are magic.
But the wise know differently... Beneath the
Monolith brings the critically acclaimed
setting of Numenera to 5e. Scheduled to
ship in June 2020.
MKG 248....................................$44.99

CYPHER SYSTEM RPG 2ND
EDITION: WE ARE ALL MAD HERE

GAMES

ARCANA OF THE ANCIENTS:
BENEATH THE MONOLITH
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GAMES

PAIZO PUBLISHING

PORTAL

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT THE SLITHERING (P2)
PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - AGENTS OF EDGEWATCH
PART 2 - SIXTY FEET UNDER (P2)

The Edgewatch agents follow up on a lead
in Absalom’s financial hub, where they
unravel a series of clues to determine the
target of an impending bank robbery and
put a stop to the crime before it occurs.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
PZO 90158.................................$24.99

Bring your adventures in The Slithering to
life on your tabletop with this double-sided
full-color Flip-Mat featuring key encounter
locations from the Pathfinder Second
Edition adventure, The Slithering, on either
side! Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
PZO 30107.................................$14.99

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-TILES - SPACE STATION
EMERGENCY EXPANSION

Next time your players are ready to explore
a space stations depths, they won’t have to
wait for you to surprise them with dangers
in the next corridor or compartment.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
PZO 7502...................................$19.99

MILLION DOLLAR SCRIPT

It is the time of year when the big
Hollywood studios are greenlighting new
screenplays to become the next summer
blockbusters. Screenwriters - often working
in teams - are desperately trying to get in
the room with powerful executives to pitch
their ideas. If they are hired, the job can
earn them millions.
PLG 2211....................................$20.00

PRIVATEER PRESS
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MONSTERPOCALYPSE
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.

STARFINDER RPG: STARSHIP
COMBAT REFERENCE CARDS

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE THE SLITHERING (P2)

This exciting urban adventure set in
the heart of a jungle city explores new
territory in one of the Pathfinder worlds
most popular locales! Scheduled to ship in
July 2020.
PZO 9557...................................$22.99

This collection presents beautiful fullcolor images of a wide array of deadly
denizens, including more than 300
monsters such as dragons, giants, the
Jabberwock, new elementals, deadly
aquatic foes, vampiric menaces,
creatures from other realities, demons,
devils, angels, and much, much more!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
PZO 1039............................. $39.99

Whenever your players make the choice to
ignore the warnings and delve deep into
a sinister complex or ghost-infested ruin,
Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Haunted Dungeons
JUN Multi-Pack has you covered. Scheduled to
2020 ship in August 2020.
PZO 30108.................................$24.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - DEVASTATION ARK 1 WAKING THE WORLDSEED

An adversarial ancient alien ship is on
a collision course with the Pact Worlds
in this thrilling three-part high-level
Starfinder campaign! Scheduled to ship
in August 2020.
PZO 7231...................................$22.99

PIP 51103...................................$24.99

DRAKEN ARMADA FUSILIERS,
ELITE FUSILIER, WARDER UNIT
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 51102...................................$25.99

POKÉMON COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL

POKÉMON TCG:
TRAINERS TOOLKIT

PATHFINDER RPG:
FLIP-MAT - HAUNTED
DUNGEONS MULTI-PACK

12

PATHFINDER RPG: PAWNS BESTIARY 2 PAWN
COLLECTION (P2)

Quick-reference cards put the rules at your
fingertips, speeding up play and keeping
the focus on thrilling battles in space!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
PZO 7418...................................$19.99

DRAKEN ARMADA
COURSERS, ELITE COURSER,
DRAKEN BERSERKER UNIT
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

Turn your card collection into playable,
fun, and winning Pokémon Trading Card
Game decks! Inside this box, you’ll find
a plethora of Trainer cards and Energy
cards, plus a Deck Builders Guide to
putting them all together to create a deck
that showcases your best Pokémon! Youll
find everything you need to help you make
the choices every deck builder faces: More
big Pokémon? More strategic Trainer
cards? How much Energy is too much?
Steer a course for completely new decks,
original combos, and all the fun of headto-head competition with the Pokémon
TCG: Trainers Toolkit!
PUI 80788........................................... PI

DRAKEN ARMADA
RASTABAN MONSTER
(RESIN AND WHITE METAL)

PIP 51101...................................$27.99

Q-WORKSHOP

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

LLAMA DICE SETS (7)

Scheduled to ship in August 2020.

QWS SLLA02..............................$13.00

DRAGON D6 DICE SET

Harness the magic! In a forgotten cave
in a far-away land, we found a dragons
egg. Nurtured on a bed of smoldering
embers, it finally hatched... and these
brightly colored dice spilled forth! That’’s
our story, anyway. Scheduled to ship in
August 2020.
SJG 5957......................................$8.95

QWS SLLA3F...............................$13.00

DELUXE DICE BAG:
HAPPY FAERIES

SPARKLING - GLITTERING
DARK BLUE & PINK

QWS SLLA3E..............................$13.00

These Faeries will guard your treasures!
Carry your dice in style using this large,
satin-lined dice bag with room for over
100 dice of all different shapes and sizes!
Featuring custom art that perfectly accents
any tabletop game, this whimsical dice bag
with a silver lining will bring you luck at your
next game night. You provide the faerie dust!
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
SJG 5215....................................$11.95

RED RAVEN GAMES

SLEEPING GODS

In Sleeping Gods, you and up to 3 friends
become Captain Sofi Odessa and her
crew, lost in a strange world in 1929 on
your steamship, the Manticore. You must
work together to survive, exploring exotic
islands, meeting new characters, and
seeking out the totems of the gods so that
you can return home. Scheduled to ship in
August 2020.
RVM 023....................................$84.99
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SHIMMERING - GLITTERING
DARK BLUE & WHITE

GAMES

BRIGHT - WHITE & BLACK

MUNCHKIN:
MUNCHKINS & MAZES

Munchkin is back in a whole new addition!
Munchkins & Mazes is the most elfreferential Munchkin game yet, with cards
inspired by the most popular roleplaying
game ever, the latest live streaming crazes,
the gaming hobby in general, and even by
Munchkin itself! Weve updated some of
our favorite cards and created a whole lot
of new ones in this set thats sure to please
anyone who’s ever rolled a 20-sided die.
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
SJG 1555....................................$24.95
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SMIRK & DAGGER

USAOPOLY

GAMES

CINDR

Are you a dragon looking for companionship? Or
just the adventurous type, looking to join the exciting
dragon dating scene? Cindr is a ‘push your luck’
dice game that allows players to set up a dating
profile and then thumb through potential matches,
seeing if a given dragon sounds compatible. If so,
Meet Up and say hello - and if that goes well, push
your luck and take the Next Step. You never know,
before the date is over you may just take things to
the Next Level! The better the dates go, the more
Love points you earn - but watch out, just 3 Flames
will leave you burned, scoreless and searching for
love all over again. Will you be the first of your
friends to find love and fulfillment? Scheduled to
ship in August 2020.
SND 0071................................................$30.00

THAMES & KOSMOS
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ADVENTURE GAMES:
THE VOLCANIC ISLAND
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VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL THE FANTASTIC BATTLES (1 OF 3)

The Fantastic Battles, the first Giant-Sized
Issue for Volume 3 of Vs. System 2PCG, is
the first issue for the First Family story arc.
This super-famous, super-powered team of
four is an exciting, long-awaited addition
to the Vs. System 2PCG catalog of heroes
and brings a wealth of power and ability
to your deck.
UDC 93993......................................... PI

In this cooperative game, you take on the role
of four students traveling together on a remote
and mysterious island. You are looking into
some strange events that have been happening
incidents that the police believe are natural
occurrences, things to be expected on a volcanic
island such as this. But is everything really as
normal as it seems? Or is there something else
behind what is happening at the volcano? How
the story ends is entirely up to you. Scheduled to
ship in June 2020.
TAK 695133.......................................... $19.95

TARGI EXPANSION

In this expansion to the hit game Targi,
the original gameplay is both expanded
and improved with new tribe cards, new
border cards, water tokens, and a special
Targia pawn which all combine to make a
phenomenal game even better. Scheduled
to ship in June 2020.
TAK 692643................................$19.95

HARRY POTTER: HOGWARTS
BATTLE - THE CHARMS AND
POTIONS EXPANSION

Continue to defend Hogwarts in Harry
Potter: Hogwarts Battle - The Charms &
Potions Expansion! This much anticipated
second expansion to Hogwarts Battle
increases the player count to five Heroes
including the newest playable character,
Ginny Weasley! Enhance your experience
with Charm abilities to aid you as you
battle new Villains and Encounter even
more challenges. Trouble is brewing, only
by working together will you be able to
protect the Wizarding World from HeWho-Must-Not-Be-Named.
USO DB010717..................................PI

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL THE HERALD (2 OF 3)

The Heralds, as the chosen minions
of one of the most powerful beings in
the universe, were empowered with
superhuman strength and abilities. Add
powerful entities, imbued with the Power
Cosmic, like the Silver Surfer or Nova
both ready and willing to usher your
opponents toward annihilation to feed
their monstrous master!
UDC 93995......................................... PI

IT CHAPTER TWO “RETURN TO
DERRY” 1,000-PIECE PUZZLE

Take a grand-ole trip down memory lane
as you return to Derry, Maine to visit
your favorite shape-shifting friend in this
1,000-piece puzzle.
USO PZ010662...................................PI

UPPER DECK ENTERTAINMENT

LEGENDARY DBG: MARVEL THE NEW MUTANTS EXPANSION

This super-powered, ragtag gang of new recruits
might be too young to be full-fledged X-Men, but they
are nonetheless a powerful force to be reckoned with.
Recruit super-charged mutants like Mirage, Warlock,
Sunspot and the rest of the team (some found in
previously released expansions: Magik - Secret Wars
Volume 1, Cannonball - X-Men) as these determined
amateurs explore their mutant abilities and attempt to
thwart the machinations of malevolent Masterminds
like Belasco and his Demons of Limbo!!
UDC 93722......................................................... PI

MUNCHKIN: DISNEY
VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL THE FRIGHTFUL (3 OF 3)

The last issue of the First Family story arc,
The Frightful, includes a dastardly list of
evil doers that have crossed paths with the
Fantastic Four. Such a list would not be
complete without the insatiable Devourer of
Worlds and master of Heralds, Galactus.
Add the time-traveling tyrant Kang the
Conqueror to the mix and you can now
complete an epic deck of destruction.
UDC 93997......................................... PI

Players will find their favorite characters
from the across the Disney universe in
this magical edition of Munchkin. Villains
and unexpected pitfalls await in this roleplaying card game where hunting for
treasure, lining up Allies, and collecting
Gear is all part of your world as you race
to be the top Disney fan at Level 10. Are
you ready to kick down the door and see
what’s on the other side?
USO MU004000.................................PI

WARHAMMER 40K RISK

Modesty is not required to complete this
Rick and Morty 1,000-piece puzzle
featuring none other than Rick Sanchez
himself on the john.
USO PZ085666...................................PI

RUBIK’S: DISNEY
KINGDOM HEARTS

The Kingdom Hearts Rubik’s Cube holds
the power to unlock your heart! Master
this classic 3D puzzle by twisting the sides
and scrambling the characters before
returning your heroes to their original
positions. Featuring the faces of Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy, Riku, Sora,
and Kairi.
USO RU004635..................................PI

Are you ready kids!? SpongeBob: Plankton
Rising is a fun cooperative card and dice
game where players assemble a team of
allies to face off against Plankton. Take
on the roles of your favorite Bikini Bottom
characters such as SpongeBob, Patrick
and Squidward. By using a combination
of strategy and luck, players will attempt
to take down Plankton from atop the Chum
Bucket and thwart his plans to steal the
Krabby Patty’s precious ingredients.
USO DC096-712.................................PI

Battle with your favorite factions for
control of the planet Vigilus in the
Battle of the War of the Beasts. Take
control of your faction and attempt
to vanquish your foes across the
unique planet map that has been
customized for Warhammer fans.
In this Risk game, custom sculpted
units will allow you to control the
key locations in your bid to rule
the planet! Scheduled to ship in
July 2020.
USO RI126581............................... PI
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RICK & MORTY “SHY POOPER”
1,000-PIECE PUZZLE

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS
PLANKTON RISING

WARLORD GAMES

BLOOD RED SKIES

A6M2 ZERO SQUADRON

VICTORY AT SEA: RULEBOOK

AICHI D3A ‘VAL’ & NAKAJIMA
B5N ‘KATE’ SQUADRON

IJN SUBMARINES & MTB
SECTIONS

DOUGLAS DAUNTLESS &
DEVASTATOR SQUADRON

KRIEGSMARINE AIRCRAFT

WLG 772411005................................ PI

WLG 772411004................................ PI

SCOOBY-DOO: ESCAPE
FROM THE HAUNTED MANSION
RUBIK’S: HARRY POTTER BATTLE OF HOGWARTS

Twist, turn or cast a spell to bring Harry
Potter and his friends back to their original
state of the Rubik’s: Harry Potter - Battle
of Hogwarts.
USO RU010400..................................PI

In this Coded Chronicles game, take
on the roles of the teen sleuths and their
courageous canine pal, Scooby-Doo!
Decode your way out of the haunted
mansion in theis cooperative experience
for the whole gang! Can you solve the
mystery of Lady Fairmont’s Ghost with the
help of Mystery, Inc.? Scheduled to ship in
May 2020.
USO ER010-001.................................. PI

VICTORY AT SEA

Scheduled to ship in June 2020.

WLG 772412007................................ PI

F6F HELLCAT SQUADRON

WLG 772412005................................ PI

WLG 741010001������������������������������� PI

WLG 743211008................................ PI

WLG TBC1.......................................... PI

KRIEGSMARINE U-BOATS
& MTB SECTIONS

WLG 742411017................................ PI

MERCHANT CONVOY

WLG 742419901................................ PI

REGIA MARINA AIRCRAFT

WLG TBC2.......................................... PI

P-38 LIGHTNING SQUADRON

WLG 772412009................................ PI

THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY - NEW
BLOOD STARTER SET

WLG 771510003................................ PI

HAIL CAESAR

REGIA MARINA FLEET BOX

WLG 742411003................................ PI
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Scheduled to ship in June 2020.

REGIA MARINA SUBMARINES &
MTB SECTIONS
RUBIK’S: RICK AND MORTY

Twist and turn this bad boy until it’s a
jumbled mess and then see if you have
the mental wontons to get it back to
its original state of the Rubik’s: Rick
and Morty.
USO RU085434..................................PI

WLG 743211009................................ PI

THE SIMPSONS
“CAST OF THOUSANDS”
1000-PIECE PUZZLE

Celebrate over 30 years of hilarious and
memorable moments with a collage of all
your favorite characters in The Simpsons
“Cast of Thousands” 1,000-piece jigsaw
puzzle. Find Springfield’s TV stars, tavern
regulars, other-worldly visitors and more
in this 19x27” tribute to America’s favorite
cartoon family and friends.
USO PZ006025...................................PI

ROYAL NAVY SUBMARINES & MTB
SECTIONS

WLG 743212006................................ PI

US NAVY SUBMARINES & MTB
SECTIONS

WLG 743212005................................ PI JUN
2020

ARMY LISTS - BIBLICAL
TO EARLY MEDIEVAL

WLG 101010003................................ PI

VITTORIO VENETO

WLG 742411090................................ PI 17
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WETA WORKSHOP

WIZKIDS/NECA

DISTRICT 9 BOARDGAME

District 9: The Boardgame, a competitive 2-4 player game based on the classic scifi film. Return to District 9 and relive the three days of the film from a whole new
perspective. Lead your Faction through the alien slum in a search for the tech that will
give you the edge. Salvage the most technology, take control of the district, and claim
your victory! Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
DIA STL146898................................................................................................. PI
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WIZARDS OF THE COAST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS NOLZUR’S MARVELOUS
UNPAINTED MINIATURES: W12

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SECRET LAIR ULTIMATE EDITION

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
WOC C79570000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SIGNATURE
SPELL BOOK - CHANDRA DISPLAY (6)
JUN
2020

18

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
WOC C78420000	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
BLACK PUDDING
WZK 90089	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
BONE NAGA
WZK 90086	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
BULLYWUG
WZK 90069	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
CLOAKER
WZK 90083	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
DIVING GRIFFON
WZK 90076	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
DROW MAGE & DROW PRIESTESS
WZK 90071	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
FEMALE ELF SORCERER
WZK 90054	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
FEMALE ELF WIZARD
WZK 90061	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
FEMALE HUMAN BARBARIAN
WZK 90056	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
FEMALE TIEFLING SORCERER
WZK 90059	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
FLUMPH
WZK 90065	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
GIANT APE
WZK 90090	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
GIANT SPIDER & EGG CLUTCH
WZK 90077	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
GNOLL & GNOLL FLESH GNAWER
WZK 90066	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
GOBLINS & GOBLIN BOSS
WZK 90063	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
GORGON
WZK 90079	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
GRICK & GRICK ALPHA
WZK 90068	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
HOOK HORROR
WZK 90080	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
JACKALWERE
WZK 90075	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
KOBOLD INVENTOR, DRAGONSHIELD & SORCERER
WZK 90064	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
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LEUCROTTA
WZK 90067	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
LIZARDFOLK & LIZARDFOLK SHAMAN
WZK 90074	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MALE DRAGONBORN PALADIN
WZK 90057	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MALE HALF-ELF BARD
WZK 90055	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MALE HUMAN PALADIN
WZK 90060	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MALE HUMAN SORCERER
WZK 90053	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MALE TIEFLING SORCERER
WZK 90058	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
MANTICORE
WZK 90078	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
NALFESHNEE
WZK 90084	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
NIGHTMARE
WZK 90087	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
OGRE ZOMBIE
WZK 90088	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
ORC ADVENTURERS
WZK 90062	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
RAGING TROLL
WZK 90081	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
REVENANT
WZK 90070	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
ROPER
WZK 90085	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
SAHUAGIN
WZK 90073	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
SEA HAG & BHEUR HAG
WZK 90072	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
STORM GIANT
WZK 90091	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$14.99
VENOM TROLL
WZK 90082	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$8.99
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IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

MARVEL HEROCLIX:
SPIDER-MAN AND
VENOM ABSOLUTE
CARNAGE BOOSTER
BRICK (10)

Spider-Man and Venom are
often foes but will join forces
to stop Carnage in a HeroClix
set that can’t be missed!
Spider-Man and Venom
Absolute Carnage features
exciting characters that fans
will recognize from the comics
and movies like Spider-Man,
Green Goblin, Mysterio, and
more! Fans will find more
Venomized versions of beloved characters like Captain Marvel and Doctor
Strange as well as characters that have never been clixed like Knull, Scream,
White Rabbit, and more! Exciting new gameplay will highlight characters’
secret identities, symbiotes, and extra special bonuses for keywords and
themed teams! Scheduled to ship in August 2020. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WZK 73493	��������������������������������������������������������������������������� $129.90
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Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
CULTIST & DEVIL WZK 90092	����������������������������������������������������������������������$4.99
DULLAHAN (HEADLESS HORSEMEN) WZK 90093.........................................$4.99
MINOTAUR LABYRINTH GUARDIAN WZK 90094........................................$14.99
NIGHTMARE DRAGON WZK 90095	����������������������������������������������������������$14.99

MARVEL HEROCLIX: SPIDER-MAN AND VENOM ABSOLUTE
CARNAGE DICE AND TOKEN PACK

Dice and Token Packs contain 2 custom dice featuring a special logo to
match the set, and 6 action tokens featuring fan-favorite characters from
the release! Tokens will also have a bystanders on the back to use with
characters that generate them in the set! Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
WZK 73497	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $9.99

WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED MINIATURES: W12

Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
TOWNS PEOPLE - CASTLE
WZK 90096..............................................................................................$39.99
TOWNS PEOPLE - CASTLE 2
WZK 90121..............................................................................................$39.99

WWE: HEADLOCK,
PAPER, SCISSORS

MARVEL HEROCLIX: SPIDER-MAN AND VENOM
ABSOLUTE CARNAGE FAST FORCES

JUN

PATHFINDER DEEP CUTS UNPAINTED MINIATURES: W12

Celebrate the release of Spider-Man and Venom Absolute Carnage with
a new Fast Forces set featuring characters of Spider-Man allies and
foes, including some characters that can be used with the secret identity
mechanic found on characters in the booster brick. Look for Spider-Man,
Venom, Black Cat, Carnage, Mysterio, and Ghost-Spider in this exciting
new Fast Forces. Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
WZK 73495	����������������������������������������������������������������������������� $16.99

From the designers of Rock, Paper,
Wizard comes an all-new game of
Striking, Showboating, and making
hand signals! Players select their favorite
Superstar and work to gain the most
popularity and reach the briefcase at the
top of a 3-D ladder while making sure
their opponents don’t get there first. Each
round, players select a shared technique,
or their Superstar’s signature technique,
and simultaneously chant “Money!”
“In the!” “Bank!” before revealing their
technique and their target. Scheduled to
ship in May 2020.
WZK 87507...............................$19.99

